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ABSTRACT
Alpheid snapping shrimp are one of the most diverse groups of coral-reef fauna, and sponge-dwelling shrimp in the genus Synalpheus
(gambarelloides species group) have in particular become a model system for studying the evolution of social biology and host use in
marine invertebrates. Despite recent advances in understanding the evolution and systematics of Synalpheus, the taxonomy and
phylogenetic relationships within this group remain challenging. More than 20 new species in the S. gambarelloides species group have
been described over the past two decades, primarily within several cryptic species complexes, which has doubled the known diversity of
this group in the West Atlantic. Here we construct a new phylogenetic tree describing relationships between 40 different species from the
S. gambarelloides-group (119 individuals from across the Caribbean), using a combined dataset consisting of two mitochondrial loci
(16S and COI), one nuclear protein-coding gene (elongation-factor 2), and 33 morphological characters. Putative conspecific specimens
of Synalpheus from multiple locations across the Caribbean were always monophyletic (with one exception), providing strong support
for the validity of species concepts based on morphology. Our study also provides further evidence for the monophyly of the S.
gambarelloides-group in the Caribbean, resolves the molecular relationships within many recently described species complexes, and
provides a new phylogenetic framework for future evolutionary studies of this group.
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become a model system for studying not only the
evolutionary ecology of host use (Duffy, 1992, 1996b;
Macdonald et al., 2006; Hultgren and Duffy, 2010), but also
the ecology and evolution of social biology (Duffy et al.,
2000, 2002; Duffy, 2007; Duffy and Macdonald, 2010).
Our understanding of the evolutionary ecology of host
use and social systems in these shrimp has been
transformed by prior work on the phylogenetics of this
group from the West Atlantic (Duffy et al., 2000; Morrison
et al., 2004). Previous phylogenetic work has demonstrated
that eusociality evolved independently at least three times
in the West Atlantic Synalpheus (Duffy et al., 2000) and
that the high diversity of the S. gambarelloides-group may
have originated from a rapid species radiation , 5-7 MYA
(Morrison et al., 2004), concurrent with radiations of
several other Caribbean reef-associated species. This period
of ancient rapid cladogenesis is evident in branching
patterns in phylogenies of Synalpheus, which are characterized by short basal branches and poorly supported nodes
at the base of the tree, and much better support for more
terminal species-level nodes (Morrison et al., 2004).
Alternately, this pattern could have resulted from the genes
used to reconstruct relationships; both previously published
phylogenies of Synalpheus relied only on mitochondrial
molecular loci (16s rRNA and cytochrome oxidase I),
which tend to evolve rapidly and may be less useful in
reconstructing more basal relationships. Nuclear loci

INTRODUCTION
The snapping shrimp genus Synalpheus is one of the most
taxonomically and ecologically diverse group of coral-reef
fauna, with over 150 species worldwide, and many species
are symbionts with a diverse range of larger host taxa
(Coutière, 1909; Banner and Banner, 1975; Bruce, 1976;
Rios and Duffy, 2007). Species in the Synalpheus
gambarelloides-group (Nardo, 1847) are by far the most
well-studied group of these snapping shrimp. The S.
gambarelloides-group is largely limited to the western
North Atlantic (with some exceptions), is thought to be
monophyletic based on prior molecular phylogenies
(Morrison et al., 2004), and its members share a few key
morphological synapomorphies, most notably a brush of
setae on the dactyl of the minor chela (Coutière, 1909; Rios
and Duffy, 2007). Members of this species group also live
exclusively in the canals of marine sponges (Dardeau, 1984;
Duffy, 1992; Macdonald et al., 2006; Rios and Duffy, 2007).
Although accounts of sponge-dwelling have been noted in
several other synalpheid and alpheid species (Banner and
Banner, 1975, 1982), this symbiotic habit is most well
documented in members of the S. gambarelloides-group
(Duffy, 1996c; Macdonald et al., 2006). Most notably,
several species within this group are eusocial—living in
large, reproductively skewed colonies consisting of tens to
hundreds of individuals with one or a very few breeding
females (Duffy, 1996a, 2007). As such, this group has
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typically evolve more slowly than mitochondrial loci
(Palumbi et al., 2001; Sanderson and Shaffer, 2002), and
serve as independent molecular loci from the nuclear
genome. As such, nuclear loci have been useful in
reconstructing older (family-level) crustacean relationships
(Porter et al., 2005; Ahyong et al., 2007; Tsang et al., 2008;
Bracken et al., 2009), and may be useful in reconstructing
the more basal relationships of the S. gambarelloidesgroup.
Synalpheus, like many other groups of snapping shrimp
in Alpheidae, are characterized by high levels of cryptic
speciation (Morrison et al., 2004; Rios and Duffy, 2007;
Anker and De Grave, 2008; Macdonald et al., 2009;
Mathews and Anker, 2009), similar to many other coral
reef-associated organisms (Knowlton, 1993; Duda and
Kohn, 2005; Puebla et al., 2008). In the West Atlantic
alone, systematic surveys of sponge-dwelling Synalpheus
have doubled the number of described species in the last
14 years from 20 to 43 (Duffy, 1996d, 1998; Rios and
Duffy, 1999, 2007; Macdonald and Duffy, 2006; Anker and
Toth, 2008; Macdonald et al., 2009; Hultgren et al., 2010).
Twenty of these species (46% of West Atlantic diversity)
were formally described subsequent to the most recent
phylogeny of Synalpheus (Morrison et al., 2004). Many of
these new species belong to closely related species
complexes – groups in which one or two nominal
morphological species were recently split into multiple
species, often based on subtle morphological differences.
These species complexes and the morphological characters
that define them have been extensively described elsewhere
(DOI: 10.1651/10-3382.1 on-line Appendix 1; Macdonald
and Duffy, 1998; Rios and Duffy, 2007; Anker and Toth,
2008; Macdonald et al., 2009; Hultgren et al., 2010), but
the distinctness and monophyly of many of these species
have not yet been corroborated with molecular data. An
updated molecular phylogeny with increased taxon sampling, including species replicates from multiple locations
across the Caribbean, would aid in assessing the validity of
species concepts based on morphology, in addition to
elucidating the phylogenetic placement of these new
species.
In this study, we combine molecular sequence data from
a nuclear locus (elongation-factor 2) with data from two
mitochondrial loci (cytochrome oxidase I and 16S rRNA)
and 33 morphological characters to construct an updated
phylogenetic tree of 40 Caribbean species of the S.
gambarelloides-group (, 80% of described species in the
S. gambarelloides-group and , 25% of described worldwide synalpheid diversity). Our aims were to: 1) utilize
sequence data from an independent nuclear locus to resolve
more basal relationships within the group, 2) include in the
phylogenetic analysis a substantial number of species,
many recently described, that were not studied in previous
phylogenetic analyses, and 3) better resolve molecular
relationships among species in several putative species
complexes of morphologically similar taxa. The taxa used
in this study include 9 species from the S. gambarelloidesgroup that have not been included in previous phylogenetic
analyses, representing a 30% increase in taxon sampling
from previous studies, and include multiple geographically

distinct populations for 19 of the 40 species of Synalpheus
used in this study. Our study resolves molecular relationships in four cryptic species complexes, and provides an
updated phylogenetic framework for this diverse shrimp
group.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Taxon Sampling
For this study, we focused on representatives of the S. gambarelloidesgroup in the West Atlantic, in which most members of the group are
endemic. We sampled 70 new individual specimens of Synalpheus from
the S. gambarelloides-group and 3 species of Synalpheus from outside of
the S. gambarelloides-group from the West Atlantic, and also included
sequences from 45+ specimens of Synalpheus from a previous study
(Morrison et al., 2004). Although our sample overlaps broadly with those
32 species sampled in Morrison et al. (2004), we include 9 additional
species of Synalpheus that have recently been described (Rios and Duffy,
2007; Anker and Toth, 2008; Macdonald et al., 2009; Hultgren et al., 2010)
or are in the process of being described (Macdonald, Hultgren, Duffy,
unpublished data) [DOI: 10.1651/10-3382.1 on-line Appendix 1]. New
shrimp vouchers used in this study were collected between 2005 and 2009
from Belize (Carrie Bow Cay; 16u489N, 88u059W), Caribbean Panama
(Bocas del Toro; 9u209N, 82u159W), Jamaica (Discovery Bay; 18u289N,
77u279W), Curaçao (12u129N, 69u49W), and Barbados (13u139N,
59u389W). In general, shrimp were collected from their host sponges
and identified while alive; whole specimens were preserved in 95%
ethanol (pre-2009 collections); for 2009 collections, a sample (legs or
eggs) of each specimen was preserved in RNAlater (Applied Biosystems),
and the rest of the specimen was preserved in 95% ethanol for
morphological identification.
Morphological Characters
We used a dataset of 33 morphological characters (DOI: 10.1651/103382.1 on-line Appendices 2 and 3) for phylogenetic analysis, based on a
previously published character set (Morrison et al., 2004). As we were
primarily interested in relationships within the S. gambarelloides-group,
we omitted several characters from this previous character set that
primarily delineated these species from other Synalpheus and were
uninformative for resolving relationships within the S. gambarelloidesgroup. Morphological characters for all new species to the study were
scored by both investigators (KMH and JED).
DNA Extraction, Amplification, Sequencing, and Alignment
For all new specimens (collected 2007-2009) preserved in RNAlater, we
extracted total RNA using either the SV Total RNA Isolation System
(Promega, Madison WI) using a modified protocol that preserved some
genomic DNA (Regier, 2008). For specimens preserved in 95% EtOH, we
directly extracted genomic DNA using the tissue protocol on a Biosprint
96 workstation (Qiagen).
We sequenced three loci for specimens in this study: the mitochondrial
cytochrome oxidase I gene (COI; , 600 bp of the 39 end); the
mitochondrial large-subunit ribosomal gene (16S, , 510 bp); and the
nuclear gene elongation factor 2 (EF2, , 700 bp). For COI, we used
Synalpheus-specific primers COI-G4 (59 CACCCAGAAGTYTATATTCTAAT 39) and COI-G (59 TGTTGGGGGAAGAATGTAAT 39) from
Morrison et al. (2004). For 16S, we used 16ar/br primers (Palumbi et al.,
1991), or in rare cases Synalpheus-specific 16S primers (16S_3F: 39
TAAAGGGCTGCGGTAATTTG9, 16S_3R: 39 CGAACAGGCCTTCCC
TTTA 59). For both of these loci, we directly amplified genomic DNA
using previously-described PCR conditions optimized for Synalpheus
(Morrison et al., 2004) and purified PCR products using a shrimp alkaline
phosphate exonuclease protocol (USB Corporation).
We amplified EF2 using a RT-PCR protocol and primers originally
optimized for the related genus Alpheus (Hurt et al., 2009). Using total
RNA extractions, we synthesized cDNA using MuLV reverse transcriptase
(Applied Biosystems), RNase inhibitor (Applied Biosystems), and an
exterior reverse EF2 primer (EF2–1587R: 59-AYR ATG TGY TCT CCR
GAY TC-39). This cDNA was used as a template in a PCR reaction that
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utilized an exterior forward EF2 primer (EF2–723F: 59-MMA AGY TST
GGG GTG ARA AC-39), and PCR/thermocycler conditions from Regier
(2008). We then used a second set of internal EF2 primers (EF2–739F: 59GAG RGC YTT CAA CAC CTA YA-39, EF2-1499r: 59-ART CGG AGG
GGT TCT TGG-39) in a nested PCR protocol (Regier, 2008; Hurt et al.,
2009). PCR products were run on a 1% low-melt agarose gel, and products
of the correct size were gel-excised and extracted using the GELase
protocol (Epicentre Biotechnologies). As studies in other systems
(including the related genus Alpheus) indicated that intra-individual
variation in this nuclear locus was low (Regier, 2008; Hurt et al., 2009), we
did not perform cloning and directly amplified EF2 PCR products. All
purified PCR products (EXO-SAP or gel extractions) were sequenced on
an ABI Prism 3730XI sequencer; forward (59-39) and reverse (39-59)
sequences from all loci were visually checked and trimmed using the
program SEQUENCHER v4.8 (Gene Codes corporation).
For each individual locus, we performed alignments using the default
parameters on the program Muscle v3.8 (Edgar, 2004), and manually
checked alignments using MacClade 4.08 (Maddison and Maddison,
2005). We used MacClade to calculate codon positions for the two proteincoding genes (COI and EF2) and to check for stop codons, which can
indicate the presence of pseudogenes (Buhay, 2009); no stop codons were
detected in either set of coding sequences. We also compared individual
gene trees to check for unusual taxon placements that could indicate
pseudogenes. We calculated the appropriate model of nucleotide
substitution for each of the three loci using the program MrModeltest
v2.3 (Nylander, 2004), and used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to
select the model of molecular evolution that best fit the data.
Taxon Sampling and Tree Construction
In general, RNA extraction and the RT-PCR method used to amplify EF2
worked poorly for older templates, e.g., preserved for & 6 years in EtOH;
because we lacked EF2 sequence data for specimens included in prior
analyses (Morrison et al., 2004), portions of our molecular dataset were
missing (DOI: 10.1651/10-3382.1 on-line Appendix 1). Thus, in addition
to single-locus trees, we constructed two different combined-locus trees.
First, for all taxa that were successfully sequenced for all loci, we
constructed Bayesian trees using a combined dataset of 1849 molecular
and 33 morphological characters (16S, COI, EF2, and morphology) that
maximized character sampling (‘‘complete-character’’ dataset, n 5 37
individuals, 34 species). However, simulation studies suggest that
utilization of taxa with incomplete sequence data (taxa with $ 50% of
the character matrix sampled; DOI: 10.1651/10-3382.1 on-line Appendix
1) can increase the accuracy of the final tree if the number of sampled
characters is high (& 200 characters) (Wiens, 2005, 2006). Thus, we also
constructed a combined-data tree that maximized taxon sampling
(‘‘complete-taxa’’ dataset, n 5 119 individuals, 48 species), and included
all individuals with at least two of the molecular loci sequenced ($ 1100
molecular characters) and the morphological character set. Alpheus
estuariensis Christoffersen, 1984 was used as the out-group.
We constructed all trees using model-based approaches (Bayesian and
maximum likelihood methods) because of their ability to incorporate
information about the model of evolution of individual loci and correct for
multiple substitutions (Huelsenbeck et al., 2002; Leache and Reeder,
2002). We ran partitioned Bayesian analyses on MrBayes v3.12
(Huelsenbeck et al., 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) and used
maximum likelihood (ML) methods to run a combined-data tree using the
program GARLI-part v0.97 (Zwickl, 2006, 2010). For all analyses, we
treated all gap data, e.g., for the non-coding 16S locus, as missing data
because there are few well-investigated methods for implementing gap
information into model-based approaches to phylogenetic inference
(Phillips et al., 2000; Simmons et al., 2007). For Bayesian analyses, we
used information about the general model of evolution for each locus
calculated by MrModeltest (shape of rate distributions), but allowed
MrBayes to estimate more specific model parameters (proportion
invariable sites, base frequencies, nucleotide substitution rates) individually for each locus. We ran Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) searches
with two runs (Nruns 5 2) and four chains for 5 3 106 generations
(for single-locus trees), 1 3 107 generations (complete-character tree), or 3
3 107 generations (complete-taxa tree); at this point runs had converged to
a stationary distribution (standard deviation of split frequencies % 0.01).
We sampled the chain every 100 generations, and discarded the first 2530% of the samples as the burn-in (standard deviation of split frequencies
after this burn-in sample , 0.01); support for nodes on trees was estimated

using Bayesian posterior probabilities (bpp). For the ML analysis, we used
model parameters calculated by MrModeltest to set the model of evolution
for each genetic dataset in GARLI-part, used the Mkv model (Lewis, 2001)
for the morphological dataset, and estimated support using 1000 bootstrap
replicates (complete-character tree) or 500 bootstrap replicates (completetaxa tree).

RESULTS
For 16S, we obtained sequence data from 114 individuals
representing 45 different species (569 bp of aligned
sequence data). For COI, we obtained sequence data from
112 individuals (47 different species, 580 bp of aligned
sequence data). For EF2, we obtained sequence data from
47 different individuals (38 different species, 700 bp of
aligned sequence data). We obtained 33 morphological
characters from all 49 species. We used best-fit nucleotide
substitution models calculated from MrModeltest (16S and
COI: GTR + I + G, Nst 5 6 rates 5 invgamma; EF2, SYM
+ I + G, Nst 5 6, rates 5 invgamma).
We initially ran trees for each molecular locus
separately; while these trees successfully resolved distinct
species and species complexes (Table 1), they did not
generally recover deeper clades with high Bayesian
posterior probabilities, and we present only combined-data
trees in this analysis. For both combined-data trees, the ML
analysis did not resolve basal branches with high bootstrap
(bs) confidence values, but demonstrated strong support for
most major species complexes; thus we present the
Bayesian topology for both combined-data trees, but
include ML bs values on all nodes resolved by both
methods (Figs. 1-2). The complete-character Bayesian tree
showed strong support for a monophyletic S. gambarelloides-group (bpp 5 1), but the ML tree showed fairly
weak support for this clade (bs 5 68), albeit higher support
than ML trees from prior studies (Morrison et al., 2004).
The Bayesian tree resolved the group into several distinct
clades (Fig. 1). The Synalpheus longicarpus (Herrick,
1891) species complex (bpp 5 1, bs 5 100) was the most
basal clade in the group, followed by a clade consisting of
the Synalpheus rathbunae Coutière, 1909 species complex
(bpp 5 1, bs 5100) and a small group of species related to
Synalpheus sanctithomae Coutière, 1909 (bpp 5 1, bs 5
98). The Synalpheus paraneptunus Coutière, 1909 species
complex, which here we define to include S. kensleyi (Rios
and Duffy, 2007), was also supported (bpp 5 1, bs 5 90).
Finally, there was moderate support (bpp 5 1, bs 5 75) for
a large complex of species related to Synalpheus brooksi
Coutière, 1909 .
The complete-taxa tree (Fig. 2), consisting of all taxa
with 2/3 loci sequenced, showed considerably less
resolution at deeper branches, though major species
complexes were resolved with similarly high Bayesian
posterior probabilities (bpp 5 1, bs 5 85-100; Table 1). In
most cases, there was high support (bpp $ 0.98) for the
monophyly of individual species from different geographic
locations. For one species in the S. paraneptunus species
complex, the undescribed species S. ‘‘paraneptunus-4,’’
there was somewhat weaker support (bpp 5 0.85, bs 557)
possibly due to the difficulty of classifying the voucher
specimen from Florida (parsFL01). There was no support
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Table 1. Statistics for Bayesian (BY) or maximum likelihood (ML) trees constructed from different taxon and character sets. Clade confidence values for
species groups or species complexes are given as posterior probabilities (Bayesian analyses) or bootstrap confidence values (ML analysis). Trees 1-4 are
based on single character datasets (16S, COI, EF2, or morphology; not figured); trees 5-10 are based on combined datasets.

Tree statistics

16S
tree

COI
tree

EF2
tree

Method
# Individuals (total)
# Species (total)
# Species (gambarelloides)

BY
114
46
39

BY
114
48
39

BY
47
38
34

Clade confidence values
‘‘gambarelloides’’ group
S. longicarpus complex
S. rathbunae complex
S. paraneptunus complex
S. brooksi complex

–
1
1
1
–

–
0.72
1
0.86
0.98

1
–
–
–
–

Morph.
tree

BY
119
49
41
–
–
0.93
–
–

for the monophyly of species (from a large range of
different hosts and locations) identified as S. brooksi.
DISCUSSION
Our new combined-data analysis of West Atlantic spongedwelling species of Synalpheus includes the majority of
currently known described and undescribed species from
this region, and demonstrates strong support for the
monophyly of these species from multiple Caribbean
locations, despite often subtle morphological differences
separating them. In addition to resolving relationships
within many recently described cryptic species complexes,
our analyses also helped elucidate deeper phylogenetic
relationships among these groups, although the exact
branching patterns remain elusive.
The most well-supported and well-resolved tree was
constructed from species from which we had all four
character sets (16S, COI, EF2, and morphology) using
Bayesian methods; the complete-character tree had the
fewest clades rooted at polytomies, and showed strong
support for the monophyly of both individual species
complexes and for the S. gambarelloides-group. Although
the ML analysis resolved individual species complexes
with high confidence, it did not resolve basal branching
patterns with high (bs . 70) confidence values. In the
complete-taxa Bayesian tree, inclusion of additional taxa
with some molecular character data missing (, 33%
missing data, primarily EF2 sequences) resulted in a tree
with strong support for the S. gambarelloides-group and for
all major clades and species complexes, albeit with
relatively less resolution at the deeper nodes of the tree.
Most importantly, this tree showed strong support for the
monophyly of nearly all 48 species of Synalpheus
recognized from our study, most notably 19 species we
were able to sample from multiple geographic regions. The
S. gambarelloides-group has historically been difficult to
identify and diagnose because of the subtlety of morphological features distinguishing closely related species,
geographic variability in other morphological characters,
and the tendency of closely related species to co-occur in
the same geographic locations and sometimes in the same
sponge hosts (Coutière, 1909; Chace, 1972; Dardeau, 1984;
Macdonald et al., 2006; Rios and Duffy, 2007). Our data
lend strong support to the validity of these morphology-

Morrison et al.,
2004 (Fig. 2b)

Morrison et al.,
2004 (Fig. 2c)

ML
50
41
32

BY
50
41
32

–
81
96
87
52

0.87
1
1
1
0.99

‘‘Complete
character’’ tree (Fig. 1)

‘‘Complete
taxa’’ tree (Fig. 2)

ML
37
34
31

BY
37
34
31

BY
119
48
41

ML
119
48
41

68
100
100
90
75

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

85
99
100
87
88

based species concepts, suggesting that the tendency of the
pioneer alpheid systematist Henri Coutière (Coutière, 1909)
to ‘‘split’’ species of Synalpheus into multiple species and
subspecies was generally on target. These data also support
our decision to combine sequence data from multiple
individuals (or use sequence data from one individual) as
‘‘exemplars’’ for that species in the complete-character tree
(Fig. 1).
In addition to validating the distinctiveness of Caribbean
species of Synalpheus, our tree also resolves relationships
among several new species described in the last two
decades, often within closely related species complexes.
Since Dardeau’s extensive (1984) monograph on Caribbean
Synalpheus, the number of species in the Western Atlantic
has more than doubled from 19 to 44 (with descriptions of
five additional putative species currently in progress). The
S. brooksi-complex is perhaps the most indicative of this
trend; seven new species that would formally have keyed
out to S. brooksi have been described since 1984 (when
only Synalpheus bousfieldi Chace, 1972 and S. brooksi
were described), representing a . 400% increase in species
diversity within this complex. Perhaps surprisingly, S.
brooksi and S. bousfieldi were the only two taxa from our
study that were not distinctly resolved in our trees.
Although there was support for a clade of S. bousfieldi in
the complete-taxa tree (Fig. 2, bpp 5 0.99, bs 5 0.75),
there was no support for a monophyletic S. brooksi, and
these two morphologically very similar species were never
resolved in single-locus trees or in combined-locus trees
based only on molecular data (data not shown). Both
species live in a number of different sponge hosts and have
widespread, partially overlapping species ranges in the
Caribbean; they differ in some rather subtle morphological
characters (Macdonald and Duffy, 2006) and exhibit clear
host differences where they co-occur (Macdonald et al.,
2006). Our study suggests that increased taxon sampling
from multiple sponge hosts, as well as utilization of
additional rapidly evolving loci, are needed to adequately
assess the genetic distinctions between these species, and
within S. brooksi in particular.
The S. paraneptunus-complex has also traditionally been
a taxonomically difficult group to diagnose; although
members of the S. paraneptunus complex can be distinguished clearly from the rest of the S. gambarelloidesgroup by the a distinctive character – specifically, sparse
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic tree of West Atlantic sponge-dwelling Synalpheus, shown as a Bayesian consensus tree using the ‘‘complete-character’’ dataset (16S,
COI, EF2, and morphology). Taxon names include species, collection location, and voucher number; species in bold are eusocial; a ‘‘*’’ indicates that
sequences originated from earlier studies (see on-line Appendix 1). Numbers above or below each node indicate Bayesian posterior probability values or
bootstrap support from ML analysis (in italics); for ML bootstrap values, ‘‘--’’ indicates that the clade was present but bootstrap confidence is , 50. The circled
node confidence value indicates support for the S. gambarelloides-group; vertical lines indicate species complexes. Alpheus estuariensis is the out-group.
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Fig. 2. Bayesian phylogenetic tree of West Atlantic sponge-dwelling Synalpheus, using the ‘‘complete-taxa’’ dataset (all individuals with at least two of
the molecular loci sequenced and the morphological character set). Out-group, vertical lines, and taxon names as in Fig. 1; numbers above or below each
node (clade support values) as in Fig. 1; values below the level of species are omitted.
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unorganized rows of setae on the minor chela – some
morphological similarities with the Synalpheus coutièrei
Banner, 1953 (formerly ‘‘biunguiculatus’’)-species group
have led some to question whether S. paraneptunus is
clearly allied to the S. gambarelloides-group (Dardeau,
1984; Rios and Duffy, 2007). Furthermore, populations
identified as S. paraneptunus showed strong variation in
several key morphological characters (Dardeau, 1984) and
in social structure, ranging from pair-dwelling to living in
large, presumably eusocial colonies (Duffy, 2007). Anker
and Tóth (2008) completed a preliminary treatment of this
species complex, limiting S. paraneptunus to the holotype
series found in Colombia and describing an additional five
species (two of them eusocial) based on the paratype series
from Dominica (Synalpheus riosi, Anker and Tóth, 2008)
and on material from Panama and Belize (Synalpheus duffyi
Anker and Tóth, 2008, Synalpheus belizensis Anker and
Tóth, 2008, Synalpheus bocas Anker and Tóth, 2008, and
Synalpheus brevidactylus Anker and Tóth, 2008). However, careful morphological examination and sequencing of
additional specimens of S. paraneptunus from Belize,
Panama, Jamaica, Barbados, and Florida suggests that there
are at least two more undescribed species in the complex
(provisionally called S. ‘‘microneptunus’’ and S. ‘‘paraneptunus-4’’), and these data have allowed us to assign the
S. paraneptunus vouchers from Morrison (2004) to several
different species in the complex. In addition to confirming
that the S. paraneptunus complex is part of the S.
gambarelloides-group, our tree delineates the close molecular relationships between five of the eight species in this
complex, and confirms earlier morphological (Rios and
Duffy, 2007) and molecular (Morrison et al., 2004) work
suggesting that the species S. kensleyi is also closely related
to the S. paraneptunus complex. Finally, our trees also
resolve relationships within several new described and
undescribed species in the S. longicarpus complex (11 taxa,
6 described in the last 2 decades).
Our analysis also gives strong support for the monophyly
of the S. gambarelloides-group within the genus Synalpheus. Both Bayesian combined-data trees showed support
for monophyly of this group (bpp 5 1), and substantially
stronger support than previous analyses based on combined
parsimony with molecular and morphological data (65%
bootstrap support) or Bayesian analyses of molecular data
(bpp 5 0.87; Morrison et al., 2004). Stronger support for
the monophyly of this group in our study may have been
aided by our inclusion of the nuclear-protein-coding gene
EF2; this was the only gene that supported a monophyletic
clade of S. gambarelloides in single-locus trees (Table 1),
suggesting it may have utility in resolving older phylogenetic relationships within Synalpheus and Alpheidae in
general (Hurt et al., 2009). Strong support for monophyly
remained even after removal of , 20 morphological
characters from the original morphological character set
used by Morrison et al. (2004), many of which coded for
synapomorphies that distinguished the clade of S. gambarelloides. However, unequivocal support for the monophyly
of the S. gambarelloides-group, as well as the other five
subgeneric groups within Synalpheus proposed by Coutière
(1909), only three of which have been retained by later

workers (Banner and Banner, 1975; Dardeau, 1984), awaits
a worldwide molecular analysis of the genus Synalpheus
(Anker and De Grave, 2008).
Perhaps the most important outcome of this work is that
it provides a phylogenetic framework for studying other
aspects of the social biology of Synalpheus, host use,
behavior, and speciation in a rigorous comparative context.
Synalpheus provides a model system for studying the
evolution of eusociality in the sea, and previous work has
demonstrated that eusociality evolved independently at
least three times in this group (Duffy et al., 2000; Duffy,
2007; Duffy and Macdonald, 2010). Interestingly, both
combined-data trees in our analysis suggest at least one
instance of eusociality being secondarily lost in Synalpheus; specifically, the eusocial species S. duffyi and S.
‘‘microneptunus’’ appear to be the closest relatives to the
undescribed, pair-living species S. ‘‘paraneptunus-4.’’ The
known geographic ranges of these three species do not
currently overlap, and they can be clearly distinguished by
differences in morphology and social system, despite strong
similarities in molecular sequence data. Additional work on
the social system and sex ratio of these closely related
species is necessary to confirm this finding.
Finally, our new phylogenetic data hint at geographic
trends that can help us understand the evolution and
diversification of this group. For example, theoretical and
empirical work suggests that most speciation is allopatric
and that sister species should rarely have overlapping
geographic ranges (Barraclough and Vogler, 2000; Fitzpatrick et al., 2009; but see Bolnick and Fitzpatrick, 2007),
whereas our complete-taxa tree (Fig. 2) is inconsistent with
this prediction. Specifically, this tree indicates that many of
the most closely related species in the S. gambarelloidesgroup (in the current phylogeny) currently co-occur in at
least part of their range. For example, the sister species S.
bocas and S. belizensis co-occur in Jamaica, where they
live in the same sponge species and often co-inhabit the
same individual sponges (Macdonald et al., 2009). In other
cases, sister species co-occur, but live in different sponge
species; for example, Synalpheus yano (Rios and Duffy,
2007) and Synalpheus ul (Rios and Duffy, 2007) are both
common at the same sites in Panama, but typically live in
different sponge species (Hultgren and Duffy, unpublished
data). Along with several recent site-specific monographs
of the distribution of Synalpheus and host use throughout
the Caribbean (Macdonald et al., 2006, 2009; Rios and
Duffy, 2007; Hultgren et al., 2010), these phylogenetic data
provide a crucial framework for examining speciation of
this hyperdiverse invertebrate group.
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Appendix 1. Taxa sampled for molecular analyses. Species complex
refers to the morphological species complex to which each taxon belongs;
superscripts indicate references that describe species complexes (A 5
Anker and Toth, 2008; B 5 Macdonald and Duffy, 2006; C 5 Macdonald
et al., 2009; D 5 Rios and Duffy, 2007; E 5 Hultgren et al., 2010).
‘‘CODE’’ refers to the unique specimen identifier in GenBank; an asterisk
(*) indicates sequences came from previous studies. In ‘‘Location’’
column, Panama refers to Caribbean Panama unless otherwise specified.
Appendix 2. Morphological characters used in Synalpheus phylogenetic
analyses. Character numbers associated with different states correspond to
the morphological character matrix (Appendix 3).
Appendix 3. Matrix of morphological data for taxa used in the study.

